
SPORTS RECOVERY MASSAGE
60 MIN BOOKING TIME

Sports massage techniques for muscle recovery and range of motion improvement.

Designed for active bodies this massage promotes flexibility, improves range of motion and deeply relaxes for recovery 
and better performance.

OPENING

1. Establish guest in prone position on the massage table. Offer a bolster 
underneath ankles. Assure guests highest comfort level

2. Ground & center yourself and get present and clear. Set your intention 
for guest treatment and yourself

3. Standing on the side of the table make contact with your palms on heart 
center and sacrum inviting the guest to take a few deep breaths . Apply 
pressure on your hands during their exhale. Then slightly rock the body

4. Move to top of table: Palm pressures along the erector spinae muscles 
from neck to sacrum. Continue from upper thigh down the legs ending 
on soles of feet

BACK

1. Full back effleurage applying Citrus Cardamom Massage Lotion 
according to guest’s choice

2. Gradually increase pressure and depth of warm-up stroked full back
3. Step to the side hip level for halfback loop from sacrum over the shoulder 

to hand
4. Halfback loop with forearm repeat ending at the shoulder
5. Bend arm behind back and scoop under the scapula
6. Lift head of humerus and loosen shoulder and scapula
7. Release arm and lift overhead 
8. Effleurage up side body from hip to elbow/wrist (depending on guest/

therapist size)
9. Start Kneading upper traps and shoulder and entire half of the opposite 

side of the back, up down ending up at the head of table
10. Full back effleurage
11. Repeat steps 2-10 on the other side & finish with full back effleurage

 

LEG/HIP

1. Deep effleurage entire leg increasing pressure
2. Soft knuckle hamstring center, inner and outer
3. Lift lower leg by the ankle and knuckle hamstring in this position
4. Alternate knuckle outer hip and buttocks
5. Stretch foot to buttocks considering ROM of guest
6. Cross thumb slides up calf
7. Crisscross thumbs along calf
8. Smooth out full leg with effleurage
9. Cup the heel and knuckle the sole of the foot
10. Finish with full leg effleurage
11. Repeat on other leg/hip

FINISH & TURN

1. Move yourself back to top of table and finish with full back effleurage 
down arms ending on occipital ridge and cover back. Remove bolster

2. Lift Cover sheet and invite guest to turn around to supine position

FRONT BODY

1. Replace bolster under the back of knee or according to guest’s preference
2. Place a chest cover on female guests and assure guest’s comfort level

LEG/FOOT

1. Effleurage the full leg and squeeze the foot
2. Cross thumb and milk the lower leg circle around patella
3. Knuckle the quadriceps center inner and outer
4. Diaper drape leg, hold ankle and knee and stretch leg towards guest’s 

torso on an exhale release and repeat
5. Rotate the leg in same position opening hip both directions
6. Pull the leg straight with traction and shake it out 
7. Full leg effleurage
8. Rotate the foot around the ankle
9. Flex and point the foot
10. Massage top of foot and sole, then finish covering 
11. Repeat on the other side

ARM/HAND

1. Effleurage entire arm and squeeze hand
2. C-shape squeeze lower arm  outer and inner switching hold
3. Bend arm over head 
4. Massage upper arm and deltoid
5. Move arm over head and hook your forearm into elbow stretch
6. Bring arm back alongside body and effleurage
7. Interlace hand with guest’s hand and rotate wrist both directions
8. Flex and point hand
9. Full arm effleurage
10. Repeat everything no the other side

PRODUCTS & TOOLS

• A few sprays of Hand Sanitizer
• 3 Tbsp Citrus Cardamom Massage Lotion

TABLE SET UP & PREP

• Standard massage table set up with fitted sheet/ cover sheet/ face cradle/
table warmer

• Disposable underwear (optional)

WATCH SPORTS RECOVERY MASSAGE OPENING

WATCH SPORTS RECOVERY MASSAGE BACK

WATCH SPORTS RECOVERY MASSAGE LEG/HIP PRONE

WATCH SPORTS RECOVERY MASSAGE LEG SUPINE

WATCH SPORTS RECOVERY MASSAGE ARM/HAND

https://vimeo.com/336897267/0963cb927f
https://vimeo.com/336897973/d9bc0f1138
https://vimeo.com/336897689/3f76636610
https://vimeo.com/336897267/0963cb927f
https://vimeo.com/336897973/d9bc0f1138
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https://vimeo.com/336898138/f2d045eb1b


NECK/SHOULDER/CHEST

1. Chest shoulder neck sweep up to occiput with effleurage
2. Turn head to one side knuckle upper trapezius
3. Hold stretch occipital ridge and head of humerus invite a deep breath 
4. Repeat steps 2-3 on the other side
5. Step to the side and effleurage pectoralis from sternum to arm bone, 

change sides and repeat on the other side 
6. Move to head of table circles on pectoralis simultaneously
7. Full chest, shoulder, neck sweep
8. Deep circles on side of neck and scoop fingertips in occipital ridge
9. Release everything slowly

 

ABDOMEN 
(OPTIONAL—DISCUSS WITH GUEST BEFORE TREATMENT)

1. Flat hand circles in a clockwise direction
2. Fingertips circles
3. Prayer sweep below ribs down waist and up
4. Interlaced finger belly roll using heels of hands
5. Smooth out with effleurage flat circles resting on umbilical and cover

CLOSING

1. Move to the top of the table cradling the guest’s skull and do a cranial 
hold for a few breaths

2. Then release and gently press the heads of the arm bones down opening 
the chest

3. Final touch for grounding go to the footside of the table and hold both 
feet with your hands applying gentle pressure

4. Detach yourself gently from the guest and indicate to them the finishing 
of their treatment

WATCH SPORTS RECOVERY MASSAGE NECK/SHOULDER/CHEST
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https://vimeo.com/336897380/de43a82ba0
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